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About This Content

Return to Antaloor in a brand-new, three-map multiplayer adventure that bridges the events of "Two Worlds II" and
"Call of the Tenebrae"!

Even in the darkness that has enshrouded Antaloor, old friendships burn brightly! When Doctor Lavarius, your old friend from
Veneficus University in New Ashos sends you an unexpected letter asking for help, you quickly rush to his aid... and the riches

that usually follow his schemes!

It seems that the good Doctor has learned of some curiously abandoned structures located deep in the forgotten Eastern Regions.
Local legends claim that they were built by the Tenebrae, the cursed order of vile monks who once mercilessly ruled Antaloor

with an iron fist.
The legends also say that no human has entered these structures since the Order perished centuries ago... and that a great source

of ancient evil still exists deep in their depths, located in an underground lair!
But those are just legends! No one truly believes those childish tales! Besides, the stories were likely created to scare off
intrepid explorers looking to uncover the priceless Tenebrae artifacts and secrets. Perhaps there are even lost Tenebrae

technologies down there, worth more than a mine full of gold!
Come to think of it, you’d better hurry; the University has more leaks than a rotten boat and there’s no telling how many

cutthroats and treasure hunters have already heard about the doctor’s discovery. If you want the treasures within, you must make
haste before the rabble beats you to them.

As you enter the first dungeon, the giant stone gate slams shut behind you. You are met with only silence. And yet…it seems as
if the darkness is not empty.

Slowly, the sounds of claws on stone and guttural moans reach your ears…and they’re coming closer.
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You fire your torch and unsheathe your blade- it appears that there’s more to the legends than you thought. A grin touches your
lips. Let them come!

FEATURES

A multiplayer adventure with a complete storyline spanning three maps: "The Forbidden Mines", "The Begrimed
Grotto", and "The Ancient Temple"

Each map contains the main quest chain in addition to a host of optional side-quests

All new magic cards! Summon the lethal Tribal Rats, the helpful Marshland Motharks, and the predatory Irenite Ants to
assist you in combat

New Tenebrae altars wait to be discovered, aiding your quest by restoring your health and mana

Over 300 newly added and enhanced items for all classes, including clothing and weaponry, from coats to armor, for
both male and female warriors

Fully upgradeable Irenite swords

Updated weapon appearances with all new looks and visual effects

Over 20 new paint pigments to color and customize your equipment, from earthy tones to bright, colorful pastels

Enemy markers have been reprogrammed and revamped to improve enemy spawning

New chests scattered randomly throughout the adventure contain mighty power crystals

Maps are packed with enemies, including bloodthirsty mercenaries, possessed cultists, freakish Irenite mutants, cursed
spirits, crafty criminals, and the deadly "Dawgs", a vile offshoot of the Varn tribe

All non-quest equipment from "Two Worlds II", "Pirates of the Flying Fortress" and "Call of the Tenebrae" is now
available randomly in shops and chests.

Monster packs have been upgraded and enhanced up to level 300 for increased difficulty, providing a stiff challenge for
even the mightiest warrior

A new musical score composed specifically for this Multiplayer adventure

Enemies now have access to all weapons, ramping up the challenge and making every area progressively more dangerous
with each replay
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two worlds 2 echoes of the dark past key. two worlds ii - echoes of the dark past 2. two worlds 2 echoes of the dark past
walkthrough. two worlds ii echoes of the dark past. two worlds 2 echoes of the dark past single player

huge improvement comparing to the first Ares version!

Grenades and repair ,now are abilities that spent resources and have cooldown.

Love the drone that gathers the resources for you so you dont have to worrye about income but you have to buy the first version
to have this.

To upgrade your moves and abilities you have to find the chips first but until the last boss you will have find enough of them. to
get them all you must replay the game, and it is more enjoyable with the unlocked abilities!

I enjoyed Ares Ex alot! solid platformer \/shoote!!!

If you see it on sale , buy it without hesitation and dont bother for the 1st version,.!. This game has not much of content in it and
is more like a grinder. Without a patch its rather worthless and that's the only thing that would make it worthy (get it).

I'll rate it 5/10 not the best eroge but still playable with a patch. Lots of good things about this implementation, but the interface
is just not up to snuff, and that's a critical piece. Can't recommend. Sorry.. Super boring game and the ghost girl was lame asf.

Will refund this game.. Can't say i hate this game, but as i decided to skip the tutorial to go back to the main menue to test
something i ended up permantly disable the tutorial with no ways of turning it back on.I some how still figured out how to play
after losing some villagers, seemed okay but nothing special, just wave after wave of enemies and wolves?

For some reason a woman is burned as a witch out of fear as she for some reason want to bring back a child from the dead, this
results in the husban of the witch to some how bring the dead wife back alive by the sacrifice of another woman?Then for some
reason the dead witch decide to raise her dead child back to life, oh and destroy the people who live in the towns as revenge
because why not?

Tho weak she easily get revenge on the guy in charge and the reason she was burned as a witch but she won't stop there as she
seek to destory everyone and it is your job to prevent that from happening by gathering the limited resources on each level and
make traps to stop the waves of undead!Oh and animals?

As i missed the tutorial because i was trying to understand a crash error i got when i first booted up the game, i ended up in the
dark as to what does what, as there really is zero information about how to do anything.The lack of an interface does not help as
you are left to guess what buttons to press to build the right traps, some of the more expensive traps seem to do nothing unless
you tap them with the mouse witch is nothing but a hassel to me.The basic traps seem to be allot better to spend resources on
then the more expensive supposedly better traps you can research.I quickly lost interest during my first level and ended up
waiting for the first level to end.

The lack of options is not really a big deal to me but it might for allot of other people,but it still would have been nice with
proper options in the settings as this game defintly could have used it.So tho not a horrible game, it is a very slow and boring
game that i do not recommend people to buy.
. A nice update!. This game could have been fun, however due to it still being at V.0.1 . The game bugs a lot, graphics aren't
even close to TF2, servers are empty, and as a matter of fact, sometimes there aren't even servers. To finish with, this game is
NOT worth a buy.. Yep another offical Touhou game release in Steam, music is good, cute artwork, it's a complete version from
14.5 lots of improvement from previous game & as usual Tasofro is not being good at netcoding so you can expect some very
laggy games at most times ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ but still enjoyable & another problem is the bot fight really really suck, too easy even i play
in lunatic mode. Gameplay video + my thoughts so far:

https://youtu.be/tNrCiYUZrig

Dungelot: Shattered Lands I'm finding a great deal of joy from. I haven't been able to spend as much time as I would like with
the game so far but from what I've played I love it. It's got a nice sense of progression to it, everytime I die I've earned a little bit
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more I can use to build my character to make the next run potentially easier. I love the humour and the game references and
there seems to be a lot of them. The game looks great and it's a nice laid back game which you can easily play for short sessions
or long sessions. So far a great little game!. Good, like it.

(Less Chinese songs pls, not a fan of Chinese)
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Bought a few copies of this on the fly when i saw the name. Figured, "what the hell" and spent $.25 per copy, and that was about
how much this game is worth if you're being generous. I really tried to give this game a chance, the controls are clunky as all
hell, the graphics range from passable to garbage, the gameplay is clunky and it's near impossible to take down enemies with all
the jank. The enemies run strait towards you in an awkward fassion, all the technical issues make the game near impossible even
on the easy setting. If you want a good game like this check out Hypercharge Unboxed or The Mean Greens, both of those
games are around the same price as this and are Infinitely better. The Mean Greens is multiplayer combat, Hypercharge
Unboxed is wave based co-op\/singleplayer. I wanted to like this game but it's just too flawed and there are better free game out
there than this, If you want a free game similar and better than this google World Of Padman. It's a free, open source, bot
supported multiplayer game. All of the games I listed have you play as a toy like this game.. D I A B E T I C. The Samurai Edge
is the iconic handgun of the Resident Evil franchise, so it was natural that it found its way into Revelations as well.

This handgun really shines in campaign. It is a balanced weapon, which sacrificed magazine size for an upgrade slot, but
otherwise surpasses the standard handgun in every aspect: making it an ideal sidearm, especially for a newcomer.

This great balance kills it in Raid though. There is just no way for the Samurai Edge to compete on higher levels with the power
of the Government or the speed of the G18, since its only advantage is the zero recoil, like with all other DLC guns.

The Raid-exclusive weapon part is just a combination of the cheapest damage and critical hit enhancers; it is a decent filler part
before you find more of the useful ones, but expect to sell it after a few stages.. Playing on vive, freezes up after 5 minutes if
I'm lucky. Not to mention you can't actually exit the game. So I then have to completely shut down VR and boot it back up every
time I play. Gift this to someone you want to♥♥♥♥♥♥off.. Probably the best afk I have played. 11/10
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